Abstract. We prove that a compact orbit of a smooth Lie group action is stable provided the first cohomology space vanishes for the normal representation at some (equivalently, every) point of the orbit. When the orbit is a single point, the acting group need only be compactly generated and locally compact for this conclusion to hold. Applied to foliations, this provides a sufficient condition for the stability of a compact leaf and includes the stability theorems of Reeb and Thurston and of Hirsch as cases.
1. Introduction. The dynamics of an iterated diffeomorphism or a smooth flow have been the subject of heavy research, particularly since 1960, but the dynamics of a more general group action remain poorly understood. This paper approaches some basic questions in the general case. Namely, we provide a condition under which a stationary point of an action will persist when the action is perturbed. This condition is generalized to one insuring the stability of a compact orbit.
The notion of hyperbolicity has proved the key to questions of stability in the cases of actions by Z or R. For actions by other groups, we would hope to find conditions analogous to hyperbolicity in the sense that they facilitate analysis to a comparable extent. However, we should not expect these conditions to resemble hyperbolicity too closely, for they should reflect the algebra of the particular group being studied. We might begin by looking at a compact orbit of some action. What first-order infinitesimal conditions on the action along that orbit allow us to determine the presence or absence of nearby orbits of the same type? Also, what conditions insure that this compact orbit persists when the action is perturbed? These questions are closely related. Having a satisfactory answer, we may then search for conditions under which the local dynamics near such an orbit may be determined and under which the local picture is stable. It seems reasonable to postpone any attempts at global analysis until after these local questions are answered.
The present paper attempts the first step of this program. Our infinitesimal criterion, condition VC, for the stability of a stationary point p is a condition on the cohomology of the tangent space at p as a G-module, where G is the acting group. If G is a compactly generated Lie group, say, the verification of condition VC for a particular G-module is a matter of linear algebra. When G = Z, for example, this condition means that one is not an eigenvalue of the generating linear transformation. Our basic result, proved in §2, is the following: Theorem 2.1. If a stationary point is VC, then the set of all stationary points nearby is a submanifold which is stable under perturbations of the action.
Stability of compact orbits is taken up in §4. The result obtained there, Theorem 4.1, although a fair generalization of Theorem 2.1, is incomplete in one respect. That is, there may be infinitesimal information along a compact orbit which causes the orbit to be stable and yet does not fall under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.
§3 concerns the stability of a compact leaf of a foliation. The original result in this area, proved by G. Reeb [9] and generalized by W. Thurston [11] , says that under certain conditions a neighborhood of the compact leaf will be foliated as a stable product foliation. At the other extreme, the stability theorem of M. Hirsch [3] states that if certain conditions hold, then every perturbation of the given foliation has exactly one leaf which projects diffeomorphically onto the given leaf in some tubular neighborhood. These results are cases of the following: Theorem 3.1. If the linear holonomy along a compact leaf L is VC, then the leaves which project diffeomorphically onto L in a tubular neighborhood form a submanifold with a product foliation. This structure is stable under perturbations of the foliation.
Under stronger hypotheses, the set of leaves which cover £ in some tubular neighborhood, and whose fundamental groups project to contain a given subgroup of finite index in 7T,(£), form a foliated bundle over L. The fiber is a union of intersecting planes, and as before the structure is stable.
§5 comprises a few applications of the previous results to stable properties of linear representations.
A word about the topology on Act"(G, Af ), 1 < v «s oo, where G is a topological group and Af is a smooth manifold. We give Diff(Af) the weak C topology [4, p. 35 ]. This induces a compact open topology on C°(G,Diff"(Af)), and we assign to Act"(G, Af ) the topology it inherits as a subset of the latter.
The basic Theorem 2.1 was conjectured by Morris Hirsch in a course he gave at Berkeley in 1978. I am grateful to him and to my advisor, Charles Pugh, for their interest and guidance.
2. Stability of a stationary point. In this section we investigate the stability of a stationary point of a group action. We prove that a stationary point is stable if the first cohomology space for the isotropy representation at that point vanishes.
A point * of Af is said to be stationary for the action a if aig)x = x for all g E G. It is said to be a stable stationary point if, for every neighborhood of x in Af, all actions near a have a stationary point in that neighborhood. As a model, we might take our manifold to be a finite-dimensional vector space £ and our action to be a continuous representation p: G ^ G£(£). The origin of £ is then stationary. In fact, this model is of general interest, because the dynamics of a differentiable action a near a stationary point x resemble those of the isotropy representation g t-> Daig) \x of G on TXM.
The simplest way to perturb a linear action p: G -^ G£(£) is to compose each mapping pig) with a translation by «(g) E £. This results in an action (which will be an affine representation of G) precisely when the cocycle condition uigh) = pig)uih) + «(g) is satisfied for all g, h E G. The affine representation obtained will have a stationary point -e E E if and only if «(g) = pig)e -e for all g E G. A mapping u of the latter kind is called a coboundary, and the quotient of the vector space of (continuous) cocycles for p by the subspace of coboundaries is the (continuous) cohomology space //'(G, £). Thus the condition that //'(G, £) = 0 means that every affine representation of G with linear part p has a stationary point. When this condition holds, we say that the representation p is VC (for " vanishing cohomology"), and we say that a stationary point x of a differentiable group action is VC if the isotropy representation at x is so. Theorem 2.1. Let x be a VC stationary point of a E Act"(G, Af), where G is compactly generated and locally compact, 1 < v < oo, and x is interior to M. Then x is stable. In fact, there exist C embeddings (pß: TXM -» Af for ß near a such that: il)<Pai°) = x,D<pa\0 = idTxM; (2) (pßiTxM)G = {y E image (pß : y is stationary for ß); and (3) (pß varies continuously with ß (/'« the C topologies). Here iTxM)G is the set of vectors stationary for the isotropy representation Da |x.
Corollary
2.2 Let p be a continuous representation of a compactly generated, locally compact group G on a finite-dimensional vector space E. The origin of E is stable with respect to perturbations in Act"(G, £), 1 < v < oo, if and only if p is VC.
Our main result, Theorem 2.1, is a slight generalization of Theorem C of [10] , in which G was assumed to be a compactly generated Lie group and v was taken to be one. We postpone the proof until the end of this section, where we also prove a similar result for the case that x lies in the boundary of Af. Theorem 2.1 says nothing new or deep about actions by the group Z of integers.
Still, this group serves as a good test case. Let p: Z -» G£(£) be a representation.
Each choice of «(1) E £ determines a unique cocycle u, which is given by
This cocycle will be a coboundary if and only if the equation «(1) = p(l)e -e has a solution e E E. Thus p is VC exactly when one fails to be an eigenvalue of the generating transformation p(l). (In fact, Morris Hirsch [5, 6] shows that for any nilpotent group which admits a nontrivial homomorphism into the real numbers, condition VC is equivalent to the condition that zero be the only stationary vector of the representation.) Clearly a stationary point of an action by Z may be stable without being VC; for instance, it may yet be an isolated fixed point of nonzero index. Thus stability cannot always be determined solely on the basis of first-order infinitesimal information. Surprisingly, even local information may not suffice. Morris Hirsch has given the following example in which a stationary point x has an a( G )-invariant neighborhood U such that x is stable but is unstable with respect to perturbations of a(G) 1^. Let G be the group of orientation-preserving affine transformations of the real line. We write (a, b) for the transformation x -» e" , and hence on all of Af. Thus + 1 is stable for the original action. On the other hand, the restriction of the original action to U -Af \{-l} is conjugate by a C°° diffeomorphism to the action a(a, b)x = e"x of G on the real line. The origin is not stable for a, since the action aeia, b)x = e"x + ¿b has no stationary point when e ^ 0.
For actions by Z, any VC stationary point is isolated and has nonzero index, so it is stable with respect to C° perturbations of the action. For other groups, however, a VC stationary point may be unstable in the C° sense. Let G and ae be as above. For e > 0, let/e be the diffeomorphism x h» ex + x3 of the real line. The actions ße(a,b)x=(f/xoae(a,b)ofe)x are C00 and converge in Act° (G,R) to the C°° action ßia, b)x = ea/3x as e approaches zero. The origin is a VC stationary point for ß, but ßc has no stationary point when e > 0.
The following will be of use in §3.
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a finitely generated discrete group, H a subgroup of finite index in G, and x a stationary point of a E Act"(G, Af ) which is interior to M, 1 < v < oo. Suppose that x is VC for the restriction a \H. Let P denote the subset U eGDa(g) \x(TxM)HofTxM. Forßneara, thereexist C embeddings xpß: TXM -» Af such that:
(1)U0) = x,DxPa\0 = idTX, Since 7/ has finite index and (TXM)H is a vector subspace of £xAf, £ is a finite union of vector subspaces. When 77 is normal, £ is simply iTxM)H itself. In any case, £ is certainly invariant under the isotropy representation Da L, and Theorem 2.3 says that the action of G on £ occurs as an embedded constituent of all actions near a.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let J be the largest normal subgroup of G which is contained in 77. Then J has finite index in G. We choose a complete set of representatives {$"... ,sm) for its cosets. Notice that for every g E G,J acts trivially on Da(g) \X(TXM)H. Thus £ is contained in the G-invariant subspace (TXM)J, and we may find an inner product on ^Af whose restriction to (TXM)J is G-invariant.
Being of finite index, 77 is finitely generated. By Theorem 2.1, there is a continuous family of C embeddings (pß: TXM -* M for ß near a such that (*) (pp(TxM) = {y E image <pg : y is stationary for ß \H).
Also, by the simple Lemma 2.4 to be proved, there is a similar family of embeddings (pß: TXM -* Af with (¡>ß(TxM)J D {y E image ipp : y is stationary for ß |y}. We may then easily arrange that the maps q>ß enjoy both these properties. That is, we may also assume that (**) q>ß(TxM) D [y E image q>ß : y is stationary for ß |y}.
Let F be a small neighborhood of x, so that the mapping
is defined for all y E V and all ß near a. Since the derivative of/" at x is idr M, we may shrink V and obtain that fß is an embedding for ß near enough to a. Let £ be the union of a finite set of generators for 77 with the set {sx,...,sm}. We may find a
neighborhood Wof x such that ß(t)W G Vfor all t E Tand all ß near a.
Now suppose an action ß near a, a point y E IT which is stationary for ß \H, and t E T are given. The condition sa,^s¡xt E J defines a permutation a of {l,...,m}. Since J G 77, we have
No matter the action, the set of points left stationary by J is always G-invariant. In particular, fi(sal¡i)~ly is stationary for J, and by (**), (pj¡x takes this point into iTxM)J. We then have that fßißit)y) = Dait) M 1 | D«(Vl)) l^'pT^))"= J>«(O|,7,(>0.
In particular,//)(>') E iTxM)H.
Let £ be a metric ball about the origin of £xAf such that/^( IF) D £ for all ß near a. Since W G image <fy, it follows that B n /^{^ E IF: y-is stationary for ß \H} is a closed submanifold of B n (£xAf)w, without boundary and of full dimension.
It must then be all of B n iTxM)H. The union over / E £ of the sets Dait) \xiB n iTxM)H) is B n P. It follows that/^"'(£ n £) is ß(G)-invariant and that fß is a conjugacy on this set.
We define the mappings xpß to be/j"1 ° r, where r is a fixed diffeomorphism from TXM onto £ of the form riz) = p(|| z \\)z with p(|| z II) = 1 for small || z ||. Q.E.D.
When £ spans £xAf, Theorem 2.3 suggests that a might actually appear to be linear in a proper choice of coordinates at x. This is not always the case. Also, examples exist which show that the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3 cannot be replaced by the hypothesis that the restriction mapping 77'(G, TXM) -> //'(//, TXM) is zero.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 begins with the following lemma. Proof. We can find gx,...,gk E G, with k at most the codimension of iTxM)G, such that (TXM)G is precisely the set of common fixed vectors of Daigx) L .. .,Daigk) \x. Let <p: Tx M -» Af be an embedding with <p(0) = x and Dtp |0 = idrM, and consider the mapping
When ß is near a, fß maps a neighborhood of the origin in £xAf into T^Af X ■ • • X £xAf. If (pz is stationary for ß, then clearly/^(z) = 0. Let w be a projection from £xAf X • • • X T^Af onto the range £ of Dfa j0. Since the derivative of -nfa (as a mapping into £) is surjective at the origin with kernel iTxM)G, the lemma follows from the implicit function theorem. Q.E.D. Now let G, a, and x be as in Theorem 2.1, and let {q>ß} be as in Lemma 2.4. Our goal is to show that, if ß is near a and z is near the origin in iTxM)G, then (p~ß(z) is stationary for ß. Provided this holds, we obtain the mappings (pß sought in Theorem 2.1 by composing (p~ß with a fixed radial diffeomorphism from TXM onto a neighborhood of the origin in TXM.
Let ß denote the local action on ^Af defined by ß(g) = <p~ß~xß(g)(pß. For each compact set K G G, there is a neighborhood U of the origin in T^Af such that ß(g) is defined on U for all g E K and all ß near a. Furthermore, ß\K E C°iK, C"iU, TXM)) depends continuously upon ß. We choose a compact neighborhood L of the identity which generates G and an inner product on Tx M and define £ to be the orthogonal complement to (£xAf)c. For ß near a and z ETXM, let piß, z) = maxge/J|/?(g)z -z||, provided this makes sense. Clearly piß, z) = 0 if and only if (pßZ is stationary for ß.
Claim. Let ßx, ß2,..., be actions converging to a, and let z,, z2,..., be points in T^Af converging to the origin. Suppose that for each i, pißt, z¡) ^ 0. Then for sufficiently large i, z, fails to be a local minimum of the restriction of /*(/?,■, ) to the coset of £ containing z¡. This claim implies Theorem 2.1. To see this, notice that the origin is a strict local minimum of the restriction of /¿(a, ) to £. It follows that, for each action ß near a and each coset A' of £ near £ itself, the restriction of piß, ) to X has a local minimum z near X D (TXM)G. According to the claim, piß, z) must be zero when ß is very close to a and z is very close to the origin. Then (pßZ is stationary for ß, and in fact {z} = Xn iTxM)G.
To establish the claim, we consider the functions «,(g) = fi¡(g)z¡ -z¡, where g E G. Given a compact set K G G, u, will be defined on K when i is large enough. Suppose that g, « E G and an index i are such that ß,(«)z, is defined and that ß,(g) is defined on the segment [z¡, ß,(h)z,\ from z, to ß,(«)z,. We have
We conclude that for each compact set K G G and each e > 0, the inequality From (*) and (**), it follows that the sequence w, = p~txut, eventually defined on each compact subset of G, is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on compact subsets of G. By the Arzela theorem, some subsequence, which we may legitimately assume to be the sequence w, itself, converges uniformly on compact sets to a continuous limit function w. Clearly maxgG/J|H>(g)|| = 1, and by (*) w is a cocycle for the isotropy representation at x. Let e E TXM be such that wig) -Daig) \xe -e for all g E G; clearly e may be chosen from £, so we do so. Writing
rf\\ß,(8)(*, + te)-(zt + te)\\2>j:
t=o °f
or g E L, we see that this derivative converges uniformly on L to the function 2||w(g)||2. When /' is sufficiently large, it follows that d_ dt for all g E £ such that l|w>,(g)|| s= {-. For such a value of i, continuity of the derivatives involved assures that we can find f 0 < 0 such that if t0 < t < 0, then
(1) IIß, (g)(z, + te) -(z,. + te)\\2 < IIß, (g)zt -z,.||2 + tp.,/% p2 + tp^ ii\\w,ig)\\>l/2, and (2) ||Ä (g)(z, + te) -(z,. + te)\\2 < \\ß, (g)zt -z,.||2 + p2/4 <p2/2 if||w,(g)||<l/2.
In particular, z, fails to be a local minimum in its coset of £ of the function p(ßi, z) -maxge/J|ß(g)z -z||. This establishes our claim and hence establishes Theorem 2.1
Finally, we consider the stability of a stationary point x which lies in the boundary of Af. Note that the isotropy representation at such a point x leaves invariant the interior closed half-space £xAf+ and its boundary Tx 3Af. Theorem 2.5. Let x E 9Af be a stationary point of a E Act"(G, Af ), 1 *s v < oo, where G is compactly generated and locally compact. If x is VC for the induced action 3a E Act"(G, 3Af ), then x is stable. Moreover, if either (a) (TXM)G G TßMandx is VC for da, or (b) iTxM)G <Z TxdM and x is VC for a, then there exist C embeddings (pß: iTxM+ , TxdM) -» (Af, 3Af) satisfying conditions (1) and (3) of Theorem 2.1 and the condition (2') (p0iTxM+ (1(TXM )G) = {y E image yß : y is stationary for ß).
We should mention that condition (b) forces x to be VC for 3 a as well. The first assertion, a trivial consequence of Theorem 2.1, is included for completeness. The hypotheses on the isotropy representation here, although not in general necessary, are nevertheless sharp, as the following corollary demonstrates. Corollary 2.6. Let E+ be a closed linear half-space of a finite-dimensional vector space E, G a compactly generated and locally compact group, and p: G -» G£(£) a continuous representation leaving E+ invariant. The origin is stable with respect to perturbations in Act"(G, E+), 1 < v < oo, if and only if 3p: G -» G£(3£+ ) is VC.
Moreover, the stronger conclusions of Theorem 2.5 hold if and only if either (a) £c G 3£+ and dp is VC, or (b) £c CZ 3£+ and p is VC.
Proof of Corollary 2.6. Suppose that 3p is not VC. Let w: G -> 3£+ be a cocycle for 3p which is not a coboundary. The affine representation a of G on £ defined by aig)e -pig)e + «(g) leaves £+ invariant, and its stationary points constitute an affine subspace of £ which does not interect 3£+ . Furthermore, the affine representation a(g)e = p(g)e -u(g) has the same properties, and the stationary sets of a and 5 are negatives of each other. Thus at least one of a and 5 has no stationary point in E+ . Replacing u by eu in this argument, where e is a small positive number, we see that the origin is unstable.
It remains to show that the stronger conclusions of Theorem 2.5 fail when EG (¿ 3£+ and p is not VC. Since they certainly fail when 3p is not VC, we may assume that HX(G, 3£+ ) = 0. From the exact sequence
and the assumption that HX(G, E) j= 0, it follows that HX(G, E/dE+ ) ^ 0. Since G acts trivially on £/3£+ , this is equivalent to the statement that G admits a nontrivial continuous homomorphism into the additive group of real numbers. Let u be such a homomorphism and v a vector in £G/3£+ . Each vector of £ can be uniquely expressed as e + tv with e E 3£+ and t E R. We define Peig)(e + tv) = P(g)e + texp(eu(g))v.
For each e ¥= 0, pE leaves £+ invariant and has no stationary point in the interior of
Proof of Theorem 2.5. (a) Suppose that (TXM)G G TßM and x is VC for 3a. Theorem 2.1 provides a family of embeddings xpß: TxdM -* 3Af such that xpßiTxM)G = {y E image i^: y is stationary for 3ß). Using a collar on Af, we extend these maps to embeddings t/^: £xAf+ -» Af. Now let g,,... ,gk E G be such that (£xAf )G is the set of common fixed vectors of 7>a(g,) |x,.. .,Daigk) L. Elementary estimates show that no point of the form t^(z), with ß near a and z E £xAf+ \£x3Af near the origin, can be fixed by all of ßigx),...,ßigk).
Composing xj/ß with a fixed radial diffeomorphism from £xAf onto a small neighborhood of the origin, we then obtain the desired mappings q>ß. 3. Stability of compact leaves of a foliation. Our goal is to establish a stability theorem for compact leaves of a foliation. This amounts to a fairly direct application of the results of §2, except that the action involved, the holonomy along a compact leaf, is only a local action.
Let Fol£( Af ) denote the space of C foliations of Af of codimension k, where Af is a smooth manifold without boundary and 1 < v < 00. This space carries a natural weak C topology, which is described in [3] . A compact leaf £ of *$ E Fol^(Af) is said to be stable if, for every tubular neighborhood U of L, all foliations near ÍFhave a leaf contained in U which is mapped diffeomorphically onto £ by the tubular neighborhood projection. If we wish to determine whether L is stable, or if we wish to analyze the structure of ÍF near L, the natural object to study is the holonomy along L. We postpone a formal discussion of the holonomy; for the moment, it suffices to state that the linear holonomy at x E L is a representation of w,(£, x) on the normal space £x = TXM/TXL. Theorem 3.1. Let L be a compact leaf of § E ¥oYk(M), 1 *£ v *£ oo. For x EL, let El G Ex denote the set of vectors stationary for the linear holonomy at x. Suppose that the linear holonomy at some (equivalently, every) point x E L is VC. Then L is stable. In fact, there exist C embeddings Og: Ex X L -> M for § near §such that:
(l)%(0,y)=yforallyEL; (2) $g(e X £) is a leaf of § for all e E E?; (3) for some tubular neighborhood U of L, every leaf of § which is contained in U and projects diffeomorphically onto L is of the form $g(e X £); and (4) $g varies continuously with §.
This unifies the stability theorems of Reeb and Hirsch, wherein the dimensions of Ex are k and zero, respectively. Corollary 3.2 (Reeb [9] , Thurston [11] ; also Langevin and Rosenberg [8] ). Let L be a compact leaf of % E Fol^(Af). Suppose that //'(£, R) = 0 and that the linear holonomy along L is trivial. Then 'Ssaturates a neighborhood of L as the product foliation L X Ex, and the same is true of all foliations near $\ Corollary 3.3 (Hirsch [3] ). Let L be a compact of 'S E Fol^(Af) and x E L.
Suppose that the linear holonomy of some central element g E 7r,(£, x) fixes only the origin. Then for some tubular neighborhood U of L, all foliations near 'S have exactly one leaf which is contained in U and projects diffeomorphically onto L.
The hypothesis of Corollary 3.2 is equivalent to the hypothesis that w,(£) admits no nontrivial homomorphism into R. Since a cocycle for the trivial representation on £x is no more than a homomorphism into £x, this implies that the linear holonomy is VC. Thus Corollary 3.2 follows from Theorem 3.1. Similarly, the hypotheses of the Hirsch stability theorem imply that the linear holonomy is VC. In this case, £x is zero.
To define the holonomy, let x and y be points on a leaf L oí 'S E Fol^(Af). Construct disks £»x and Dy of dimension k which are transverse to 'S. Let y be a curve from x toy in £. For a sufficiently small neighborhood U of y in Dv, there is a continuous mapping T: U X [0,1] -> Af with the properties that T(m, 1) = u for all u, iy, t) -y(i) for all t, I\m, /) lies in the same leaf as u for all u and t, and T(m,0) E Dx for all u. For any such T, the mapping u h» r(«,0) is C, and its germ at y depends only on the homotopy class rel{0,1} of y. In particular, when x = y and Dx = Dy, tt,(£, x) is represented as a group of germs from (£»x, x) to (£»x, x). We will say that this homomorphism 7r,(£, x) -» Germ((£x, x), (7)x, x)) is the holonomy of £ at x. Strictly speaking, however, the holonomy at x should be described as the equivalence class of such homomorphisms, where Dx is allowed to vary. Let D'x be another transverse disk at x, and let <p denote the canonical germ from (£»x, x) to (7)x, x) corresponding to the constant curve at x. Then for each g E w,(£, x), the following diagram of germs commutes:
holonomy holonomy along g along g iD'x,x) I iDx,x).
Similarly, for arbitrary choices (7)x, x) and (2> , y), each homotopy class of curves from x to y in L determines a natural isomorphism w,(£, >>) -> w,(£, x) and a natural germ iDy, y) -> iDx, x) which intertwine the respective holonomies. The derivative of the holonomy at x provides a linear representation of 7r,(L, x) on TXDX. Conjugating with the isomorphism TXDX -» Ex = TXM/TXL, we obtain the linear holonomy representation at x. This linear holonomy is independent of the choice of Dx, for if tp and D'x are as above, it is easy to see that the composition
is the identity. Similarly, there are nearly canonical intertwining isomorphisms between the linear holonomies at various points of £. In particular, the linear holonomy is either VC at every point of L or at no point of L. What comes up in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is a local action of tt,(£, x) on a transverse disk Dx. Let G be a discrete group and N a smooth manifold. A local action of G on N consists of a collection of embeddings a(g), g E G, from (possibly empty) open sets Uig) G N into TV together with a collection of open sets Uig, h) G N, g, « E G. We require that a(lc) = id^ and that aig)aih)y = aigh)y whenever y E Uig, «); in particular, both sides of the latter equation are defined. A point x of N is stationary for the local action a if x E Uig), x E Uig, h), and aig)x = x for all g, « E G. The topology on Act^G, N) is generated by open sets of two kinds.
One kind is obtained by choosing a compact set K G N and an element g of G.
There is a natural topology on the space of all C maps from (varying) neighborhoods of K into N; it controls derivatives on K and is not a £0 topology. For each open set W in this space, we declare the set of all local actions a with aig) E W to be open. The other kind is obtained by choosing a compact set K G N and a pair g, h E G. The set of all local actions a with KG Uaig, h) is then declared to be open.
Theorem 2.1 holds with slight modification for local actions. Specifically, let x E N be a VC stationary point for a E Act^G, N), 1 < v < oo. Let S be a finite set of generators for G. Embeddings <pß: TXN ~* N exist for ß E Act^G, N) near a such that image tpß G Ußig) for all g E S and such that <p/3(7x./V)G = {y< E image tp^ : ßig)y = v-for all g E 5}. The Proofs of 2.1 and 2.4 apply almost verbatim.
To begin the proof of Theorem 3.1, let £ be a compact leaf of 'S E Fol£( Af ) such that the linear holonomy along £ is VC. We choose a point x E L, which is to be fixed for the rest of the discussion. Let (7 be a C tubular neighborhood of L, fibered by the disks Dy, y EL, and let p: U -> L be the projection. We may choose U so that the fibers Dy are transverse to all foliations near 'S, and we only consider foliations near enough to '¿Fthat this holds.
For each g E 77,(£, x), choose a loop yg representing g; y, is required to be the constant loop. Let S be a foliation near 'S. For each point z E Dx, yg may be partially lifted to a curve y in U, with y(l) = z, such that y stays in the leaf of § through z. This lift may be definable on all of [0,1 ], or it may be definable only on some maximal interval (r0,1 ] with 0 =£ t0 < 1. We define £/g(g) G Dx to be the set of all points z for which the former occurs and define asig): i/g(g) -» Dx as mapping z to y(0). Similarly, for each pair g, h E G, let Hg h be a homotopy from ygyA to ygh with fixed endpoints. Let Us(g, «) denote the set of all points z E Dx such that Hgh lifts to a map 77 into the leaf of § through z with 77(1,1) = z. The essential properties of this construction are that ag is a local action of 7r,(£, x) on Dx, x is stationary for a?, and as varies continuously with §. See [2 and 3] for details.
A leaf of % which is contained in U and projects diffeomorphically onto £ will intersect Dx in a point which is stationary for ag. To deduce 3.1 from 2.1, we need some kind of converse. Place a Riemannian metric on £ and set r = max>,eL dix, y). Let S G 7T,(£, x) denote those elements representable by a loop of length less than 4r; S is finite and generates 7r,(£, x). By "loop" we now mean piecewise smooth loop, and we assume that the loops yg were chosen to be piecewise smooth.
Lemma 3.4. There exists p > 0 such that every loop at x of length less than 4r can be homotoped iwith fixed end points) to the corresponding loop y , g E S, through loops of length no greater than p.
Proof. Let e > 0 be such that any two points of £ within e of each other can be connected by a unique geodesic of length less than e. For s e [0,1] and_v, z E L with diy, z) < e, let /(y, z; s) be the point at a proportion s of the way along the short geodesic from y to z. Then / is smooth. Let A be the maximum of II3//3.V II over {iy, z; s) : diy, z) < e/2 and s E [0,1]}.
Any loop at x may be parameterized by [0,1] in proportion to arc length. Among loops so parameterized and of length less than 4r, there is a finite set c,,... ,c" which is (e/2)-dense; that is, for any such loop c, there exists /' with ¿f(e(f), c,(?)) < e/2 for all t E [0,1]. We can then homotope c to c, by the homotopy csit) -/(c(í), c,(0; •*)• For each í E [0,1], the length of cs is less than %rA.
For i = 1,...,«, choose an arbitrary piecewise smooth homotopy from c, to the corresponding loop yg, g E S. Composing, we have homotoped c to yg through loops whose lengths are bounded independently of c. Q.E.D.
Let p be as provided by the lemma. There is a neighborhood W of x in Dx such that for all z E W and all § near W, every loop at x of length less than or equal to p may be lifted to a path in a leaf of § beginning at z. In particular, a §ig) is defined on W for all g E S. Now let z E Wbe such that asig)z = z for all g E 5. We map £ into the leaf of § through z as follows. Given y EL, connect x to y by a path in £ of length less than 2r. Lift this path to a path in the leaf through z beginning at z, and denote the end point of the left by xpiy). Since p > 4r, this construction at least makes sense. Furthermore, \p is well defined. To see this, consider two paths y, y' from x to y of length less than 2r. We can homotope the loop y'y"1 at x to the representative yg, g E S, of its homotopy class through loops of length less than or equal to p. Let 77 be such a homotopy; 77(0, t) = y'y'\t), and 7/(1, t) = yg(r). Then 7/ can be lifted to a map 7/ into the leaf through z with His, 1) = z for all s E [0,1]. Since 7/(0,1) = z, it follows that 7/(0,0) = z. Thus the definition of xpiy) using either the path y or the path y' produces xpiy) = 7/(0, j). Once we know xp is well defined, it is obvious that xp is a local diffeomorphism. Since xp is one-to-one, it follows that xp is a diffeomorphism from £ onto the leaf of § through z. So the leaf of § through z is contained in U and projects diffeomorphically onto £.
Conversely, if z E W and ag(g)z ^ z for some g E S, then the leaf of 6E through z, even if it happens to be contained in U, does not project diffeomorphically onto L. Now we apply Theorem 2.1 for local actions. If § is near 'S, there is an embedding <pg: £x -» £»x such that image <p § G t/g(g) for all g E S and such that (psEx -{z E image <pg : a §ig)z -z for all g E 5). We may assume that image <pg Ç W for § near <S. Define 3>g: £* X £ -> t/by * §(*. >0 = M^e, y).
Here ^g refers to the diffeomorphism from £ onto a leaf of S which was constructed above. Conditions (1), (2), and (4) of Theorem 3.1 are now satisfied. To obtain condition (3), let U' be a subtubular neighborhood of U-that is, a family of disks Dy G Dy about each y in £-such that D'x G image <pg for all % near 'S. Any leaf of § which is contained in U' and project diffeomorphically onto £ must intersect D'x at a point which is fixed by asig) for all g E S. But then this leaf is $g(e X £) for some e E £x. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
By the same kind of argument, Theorem 2.3 leads to the following result concerning foliations. Let £ be a compact leaf of 'S E Fol£( Af ) and x E L. Let H be a subgroup of finite index in it = 7r,(£, x) such that the linear holonomy restricted to 77 is VC. Set £ = Uge"pig)ExH, where p is the linear holonomy. Now form the flat bundle X over L, with fiber £, whose holonomy is given by p. That is, X is the quotient of £ X £ by the right action defined by iy, p)g = iyg, pig)~xp) îory E L, p E P, and g Em. Here L denotes a universal covering space of £, and the right action of it on £ is that by covering transformations. (We should point out that unless 77 is abelian, there is no natural isomorphism between it and the group of covering transformations, but only a natural family of isomorphisms. Any one will suffice here.) Since the action on £ X £ preserves the foliation {£ X p}peP, A'is transversely foliated. Now the same arguments as before show that X occurs as an embedded constituent of all foliations near 'S. Furthermore, the embeddings may be chosen so that for some tubular neighborhood U of £, every leaf of a foliation near 'S which is contained in U and covers £ with a group containing 7/ must in fact be contained in the embedded copy of X.
4. Stability of compact orbits. In §2, we presented a criterion for the stability of a stationary point. Here, we ask what is logically the next question: how do those results generalize to the problem of stability of a compact orbit? Throughout this section, G denotes a compactly generated Lie group, g its Lie algebra, and M a smooth manifold. For simplicity, we assume that Af has no boundary. Let a be an action of G on Af and £ a compact orbit of a. We say that £ is stable if, for every tubular neighborhood U of £, every action near a has an orbit which is contained in U and which projects diffeomorphically onto U by the tubular neighborhood projection.
The isotropy representation at a point x E L splits as 0 -£x£ -£XA7 -> Ex = TXM/TXL -0.
Let 7/ be the isotropy group of x. Note that the linear surjection a^ \x: g -> TXL intertwines the adjoint representation of 77 on g with the isotropy representation.
(a" is the infinitesimal generator of a.) Then £x£ is equivalent to the //-module g/b, where Í) is the Lie algebra of //. We refer to the representation of 7/ on £x as the normal representation.
Theorem 4.1. Let a E Act"(G, Af ), 1 < v < oo, a compact orbit L of a, and x E L be given. Let H be the isotropy group of x, and suppose that the normal representation of H is VC. Then L is stable. Moreover, there exist C embeddings $ß: Ex X L -» Af for ß near a such that: il) \i0,y)= y for all y EL; (2) %ieX L) is an orbit of ß for all e E E?; (3) for some tubular neighborhood U of L, every orbit of ß which is contained in U and projects diffeomorphically onto L is of the form <Pßie XL); and (4) <Pß varies continuously with ß.
This sounds just like Theorem 3.1. When H is discrete, the orbits of a near x do constitute a foliation, and if, in addition, G is simply connected, Theorem 4.1 follows from Theorem 3.1. The essential difference in the general case is that orbits near £ may have dimension greater than the dimension of £, and thus H does not naturally act, even in a local way, on a disk transverse to L at x. Notice that the hypothesis that the normal representation be VC is independent of the choice of x E £.
Clearly there is a stronger sense in which L might be said to be stable-namely, if all actions near a have nearby orbits which are of the same algebraic type, rather than the same topological type, as £. If H is the isotropy group of x E £, this is to say that for every action near a, there exists a point near x whose isotropy group is //. The appropriate condition for this stronger kind of stability to occur seems to be simply that //'(//, £xAf) = 0. Theorem 4.1 then has a glaring failure; it does not include this stronger stability as a special case. That is, the normal representation may fail to be VC even when the entire isotropy representation is VC. Perhaps a more appropriate hypothesis, including both cases, would be that the induced linear transformation //'(//, £xAf ) -//'(//, £x) be zero. At the moment, we do not know if this works. To test such a hypothesis, it would seem necessary to investigate the space of deformations of 7/ in G.
The hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are quite satisfactory in one sense. Given a representation of G which is not VC, one can realize this as the isotropy representation at an unstable stationary point of some action. Such an action is in fact the representation itself. This suggests a similar test of satisfaction for the current problem. Consider an exact sequence of //-modules (linear representations of H on a vector space) 0 -» g/i) -> £ -» £ -> 0, where H is a closed subgroup of the Lie group G. Can this sequence always be realized as that of the isotropy representation at some point of a G-action having H as its isotropy group? Perhaps not. Still, among all sequences which can be so realized, it would seem desirable to have a canonical realization. The construction of such a model would then probably be simple enough to reveal necessary and sufficient conditions for stability of the compact orbit under perturbations of the model. That is, we would have an analogue of Corollary 2.2.
We now begin the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Place an inner product on g and let £ be a small open ball about the origin in Í)"1. Specifically, we need to assume that the mapping b i-> a(exp b)x embeds 2£ into £. Choose an embedding <p: £ = £x -> Af such that cp(0) = x, the composition Dtp\ E ^*TXM->E is the identity, and the image <p(£) is a small, well-behaved disk. For actions ß near a, we define coordinates on the neighborhood ß(exp £)<p(£) of x by (¿>,e)i->ß(expo)<p(e), bEB,eEE.
We denote the corresponding local action of G on B X E as ß; ß varies continuously with ß. For simplicity, let us assume that EH = 0. That is, the normal representation indicates that a has no other orbits near £ which project diffeomorphically onto £ in a tubular neighborhood. The transition from this case to the general case can be made by mimicking the arguments of Theorem 2.1 ; rather than looking for a local minimum of a certain function on £, we would look for a local minimum of its restriction to a coset of some complement of £ H in £. Let it: B X E -» £ be the projection. If we assign to « E 7/ the transformation irßih), we do not obtain a local action on £, but we obtain a kind of approximation to a local action. Our goal is then to find, for all ß near a, a point e near the origin of £ such that (*) irßih)iO,e) = e for all A E 770.
Here H0 is some compact neighborhood of the identity in H which generates //. Because G is compactly generated and G/H is compact, 7/0 exists. Condition (*) makes sense, at least, since there is some neighborhood of (0,0) in £ X £ on which ß(«) is defined for all ß near a and all « E 7/0. Let us see why (*) suffices to prove Theorem 4.1. First, if (*) holds, the orbit of ß through (pie) has dimension equal to that of £. Now choose g,,...,g"EG such that G = U"=,g,(exp£)//. Let/; be the projection in some tubular neighborhood of £. When ß is near a and e is near 0, the mappings from £ into £ defined by b \-> /?ß(g,expZ>)<p(e), i-1,...,/i, are C embeddings, and their images cover £. In particular, the sets ß(g,exp£)<p(e), /' = 1,...,«, are relatively open subsets in the intrinsic topology of the orbit through (pie), and each projects diffeomorphically into £. We wish to show that if ß is near enough to a and e is near enough to 0, then the restriction oíp to the set £ = U"=,ß(f;,exp£)<p(e) is one-to-one. It will follow that £ is a relatively open and closed subset of the orbit through (pie) which projects diffeomorphically onto £. Suppose we stipulate that g, = 1G. Then <p(e) E £. If £0 is the component of £ containing (pie), then £0 is invariant under 7/ and under the identity component G0 of G. Since {g,,. ..,g"}HG0 -G, it follows that £ is the entire orbit.
To show that p \ P is one-to-one, we need to make another restriction on B, one which could have been made at the outset. We need to assume that for some e > 0, the mapping from e£ into £ defined by c h» a(exp bexp c)x is an embedding for all b in the closure B of B. It follows that if ß is near a, e is near 0, Ki<n, and b E B, then the mapping c \-+ />ß(exp bexp c)(pie) embeds jeB into £. In particular, this mapping is one-to-one. Now let K be a compact neighborhood in 77 of 7/ n ( U" ._ ,(g,exp £)"'gyexp £). Thus to prove Theorem 4.1, we need only to show that for all ß near a there exists a point e near the origin of £ such that (*) holds. The strategy here is the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Place an inner product on £ and set p(ß,e) -max A e //01177/3( A )(0, e) -e\\, provided this makes sense. Since the origin is a strict local minimum of p(a, ), there will be a local minimum of p(ß, ) near the origin when ß is near a. As before, we will argue that if ß,, ß2,... converge to a and ex, e2,... converge to the origin in £ with p(ßi,ei)¥=0, then ei fails to be a local minimum of p(ßt, ) when i is large.
For h EH, define b¡(h) E B and «,(«) E £ by the equation #(«)(0, e¡) = ib¡(h), e,■ + «,(")). Let ju,. = pißt, e¡) -maxAe//ol|u,(«)||.
We wish to show that some subsequence of {p~xu¡} converges, uniformly on compact sets, to a cocycle for the normal representation p. The apparent problem is that ¿>,(«) may be very large relative to ft,, making estimates difficult. We now use Lemma 4.2 to show that w, is not much greater than p¡ when i is large. Let K be the exponential image of the closed ball of radius r about the origin in Í), with r small enough that (1) K G H0, and for all i > i0, t E [0,1], and £ E i) with ||£|| = r. The sequence {w,} is therefore eventually uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on each compact subset of //. It is clear from (*) that the limit of a convergent subsequence will be a cocycle for p. By the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we may conclude that when i is large, et fails to be a local minimum of pißt, ). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
5. Stable properties of linear representations. We began this investigation by considering a special case-perturbing a linear action into an affine action by adding a translational part. We end by applying our general results to the family of linear representations.
To avoid constant repetition of the hypotheses, let us fix a compactly generated, locally compact group G and a finite-dimensional vector space £. Hom(G, G£(£)) denotes the space of continuous linear representations of .G on £ with the topology it inherits as a subset of Act°°(G, £). Since G£(£) is an embedded subgroup of Diff°°(£), this matches any other natural definition one might give for the topology onHom(G,G£(£)). If a representation p has an invariant subspace £, it may be of some interest to know if all representations near p have an invariant subspace near £. We view £ as a stationary point of the action of G on the Grassmannian manifold which is induced by p. The tangent space at £ to the Grassmannian manifold is canonically isomorphic to £(£, £/£) = £* ® (£/£). If pF: G -> G£(£) denotes the restriction and p: G -» G£(£/£) the quotient representation, then it is easily verified that the isotropy representation of G at £ corresponds to pF ® p via this canonical isomorphism. (The tensor product pF ®p may also be viewed as the representation on £(£, £/£) defined by gA = p~ig)ApFig)~x.) Thus £ is stable provided pF ® p is VC. Since £ has an invariant complement if and only if pF ® p* is VC, we have the following result. Finally, we ask: under what conditions is a representation p rigid? That is, when is it true that, for every representation a near p, there exists A E G£(£) with aig) = Apig)A'x for all g E G? This is equivalent to saying that A is stationary for the action on G£(£) defined by g£ = aig)Bpig)~x. When a = p, the identity is
